
 

Premium Architectural 
Solutions for
Inspired Living

Explore a diverse range of industry- 
leading brands and high-performance 
manufactured products.



The Stone Division of 
Boral North America

The Boral Stone Division o�ers an extensive 
portfolio of architectural stone veneer to 
meet the needs of any project level, style 
and lifestyle. 

No other material o�ers the depth, 
complexity of color and pattern, and tactile 
distinction as architectural stone veneer. Our 
product portfolio provides limitless design 
opportunities that suit a wide range of styles 
and budgets, making it easy to enhance your 
project’s aesthetic using natural textures 
and authentic color palettes that are virtually 
indistinguishable from stone and other 
natural materials.

For more information & design inspirations
visit boralamerica.com/stone.

eldoradostone.com

culturedstone.com

versettastone.com

dutchqualitystone.com

stonecraft.com

prostoneveneer.com
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Backed by decades of industry leadership and 

manufacturing expertise, Boral is committed to 

providing products that inspire, attract, and add  

value. With six diverse brands to choose from, 

no other manufacturer can match the range and 

selection of design solutions we o�er.

Scale & Availability—We manufacture the products 

your customers demand in the regions where you 

build and have the capability to scale up as your 

business grows.

Brand Equity—As the original manufacturers of 

architectural stone veneer, we take pride in having 

built North America’s most recognized brands and 

delivering high-quality architectural solutions through 

a breadth of combined portfolios.

Expertise—We are committed to being a driving  

force in the decorative stone industry. From  

increasing installation knowledge, to Warranty and 

Code Compliance training, to a leadership role with 

the National Concrete Masonry Association, our 

teams put an unmatched depth of technical and 

practical expertise in your hands.

Design Solutions—Through ongoing research and 

development, we not only design products that are 

innovative and beautiful but are engineered to solve 

Our Added Value

design and installation challenges. Additionally, our 

collections have expanded beyond stone to include 

modern profiles that resemble other popular materials 

such as tile, brick and wood. With numerous options  

to choose from, we have the perfect solution for 

achieving a sleek and modern look, quaint country  

feel, formal atmosphere or casually elegant ambiance.

Nationwide Distribution—Unlike most local and 

regional manufacturers, we have partnerships 

that span across the country, allowing for popular 

products to be stocked on the ground in each 

market. That means you can expect the product  

to be available where you build.

Dedicated Team—We take pride in not only  

working at the corporate level with our dedicated 

national team, but also bringing value at the 

local level with more than 90 sales and technical 

resources focused on supporting your projects. 

Whether you need technical knowledge, support  

with national purchasing optimization, or help 

improving project e�ciencies, with Boral, you  

have a partner you can rely on.



About Boral North America

At Boral North America, a division of Boral 
Limited, we o�er a diverse array of premium 
brands under one banner. Our innovative 
manufacturers and passionate teams help 
builders, specifiers and influencers grow their 
businesses with the highest quality architectural 
solutions and industry leadership in a variety 
of categories, including roofing, stone veneer, 
brick, siding, trim, shutters and windows.

For more information about Boral North 
America visit boralamerica.com.

About Boral Stone Division

The Boral Stone Division is the largest producer 
of architectural stone veneer in North America. 
With six unique brands featuring traditional 
and modern products, our natural textures and 
authentic color palettes o�er an easy solution  
to enhance the aesthetic and tactile appeal of 
any project.

For more information about the Boral Stone 
Division visit boralamerica.com/stone.
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